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HETEROGENEOUS SLD RESOLUTION 
LEE NAISH 
D Due to a significant oversight in the definition of computation rules, the 
current theory of SLD resolution is not general enough to model the 
behavior of some PROLOG implementations with advanced control facili- 
ties. In this paper, Heterogeneous SLD resolution is defined. It is an 
extension of SLD resolution which increases the “don’t care” nonde- 
terminism of computation rules and can decrease the size of the search 
space. Soundness and completeness, for success and finite failure, are 
proved using similar results from SLD resolution. Though Heterogeneous 
SLD resolution was originally devised to model current systems, it can be 
exploited more fully than it is now. As an example, an interesting new 
computation rule is described. It can be seen as a simple form of intelligent 
backtracking with few overheads. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The growing interest in logic programming has prompted the theoretical investiga- 
tion of SLD resolution. Of particular importance is the work on soundness and 
completeness, for success and finite failure (for example, [5, 3, 1, 7, lo]). Two key 
results are that SLD resolution is sound and complete, for any computation rule. 
Capitalizing on this, a number of systems have been implemented which allow 
flexible computation rules. However, the lack cf a rigorous definition of what a 
computation rule is, has lead to a discrepancy between theory and practice. 
For a particular goal clause, the current theory allows the computation rule to 
select any one atom. Each clause with a head that unifies with the selected atom 
leads to a child goal clause. In most implementations, these children are examined 
sequentially, using backtracking. However, in some systems (such as MU-PROLOG 
[9] and IC-PROLOG [4]), having examined one child, the original goal clause can be 
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re-examined and another atom selected. In general, the children are determined by a 
sequence of selected atoms, rather a single one (hence the name, Heterogeneous SLD 
resolution). The number of possible sequences depends on the size of the goal and 
the number of matching clauses. Even with one matching clause per atom and N 
atoms, there are over N factorial possible choices. The current theory only allows for 
N possibilities. 
Heterogeneous SLD (HSLD) resolution is not restricted to modeling current 
systems. To illustrate this, Section 4 describes a computation rule which implements 
a form of intelligent backtracking. First, though, HSLD resolution is precisely 
defined and some theoretical results are proved. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
For comparison, we first give definitions used in standard SLD resolution. Corre- 
sponding definitions are then given for HSLD resolution. 
2.1. SLD Resolution 
Given a program P (a set of Horn Clauses) and a goal G (a negative clause), an 
SLD tree for P U {G} is defined as follows: 
Each node in the tree is a goal plus a substitution, the root being G plus the 
empty substitution. 
Each nonempty goal contains a selected atom. 
If the goal is G,, . . . , Gi,. . . , Gj, the selected atom is Gi and the substitution is 8, 
then the node has a child for each clause in P whose head unifies with G,8. 
If the clause (variant) is H + B,, . . . , B, and y is a most general unifier of H and 
Gil3 then the child node is the goal G,, . . . , Gi_,, B,, . . ., B,, Gj+l,. . . , G, plus 
the composition of the substitutions 8 and y. B,, . . . , B, are called the 
introduced atoms. 
Variables in the clauses are renamed, so they do not appear in any previous goal. 
This definition is slightly unorthodox, in that the goals and substitutions are 
separated. In most other definitions a substitution is applied to each child goal, 
which obscures the connections with atoms in the parent goal. Our definition 
simplifies the theory (for example, our fairness condition in Section 3) and also 
reflects most implementations more closely. 
SLD branches which end in the empty goal are called success brunches. Other 
finite branches are called failure brunches. For each atom in an SLD branch, its 
selected clause is the clause whose head it is (eventually) unified with. Two SLD 
branches are called similar if they have the same initial goal and contain the same 
atoms and selected clauses (possibly in a different order). The answer substitution of 
a success branch is the subset of the final substitution which applies to variables in 
the initial goal. The function which determines the selected atoms is called the 
computation rule. The computation rule does not affect the number or length of 
success branches but markedly affects the size of the tree. This has important 
consequences for the design of efficient SLD refutation procedures. 
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SLD resolution is the nondeterministic construction of an SLD success branch for 
the program and goal. In practice, the nondeterminism is achieved by searching. 
However, due to the “independence” of the computation rule, not all combinations 
of selected atoms and clauses need to be considered. Atom selection is a case of 
don’t care nondeterminism, so only one SLD tree needs to be searched to find all 
solutions. Heuristics can be used to attempt to find a small tree to search. 
2.2. HSLD Resolution 
HSLD resolution offers a more flexible way of avoiding the cost of searching all 
possible combinations of selected atoms and clauses-only one HSLD tree needs to 
be searched. There are far more HSLD trees to choose from and the smallest one can 
be smaller than the smallest SLD tree. There are also more opportunities for 
introducing heuristics to find a small tree. 
HSLD trees are similar to SLD trees but the nodes contain more information. 
Associated with each atom in the tree is a set, the clause set, made up of program 
clauses that match the atom (that is, the heads of the clauses unify with the atom 
after the substitution has been made). To simplify this definition, we impose an 
order on the children of each node (this does not constrain the way in which the tree 
is searched). 
Each node is a goal plus a clause set 
substitution. 
In the root goal, G, clause sets for atoms 
substitution is the empty substitution. 
For each nonempty goal, the computation 
for each atom in that goal plus a 
contain all matching clauses and the 
rule selects a sequence of atom-clause 
pairs. The atom is selected from the goal and the clause is selected from the 
atom’s clause set. 
All clauses in at least one clause set must be selected. 
The atoms and substitutions in each child are the same as in SLD trees. 
The clause sets of introduced atoms contain all matching clauses. 
The other clause sets in the child contain the clauses from the parent which still 
match and have not been selected for any previous sibling. 
Definitions of success branches, etc. are all extended in the obvious way. For an 
example of an HSLD tree, consider the following program and goal: 






+ P(X)> q(X)* 
The root umah +p(X){ p(Y) + q(a); p(a); p(b); P(C)), dX){q(d); de)}. 
The example below illustrates a possible computation rule. It shows the sequence of 
SLD HSLD 
+p(X),q(X). +p(X), 4(X). 
/ \ / I \ 
*p(d). +p(e). +- q(a),q(X). +-p(d). +p(e). FlGuRE ’ 
I I 
+- 4(a)- + 4(a). 
selected atom-clause pairs and the corresponding children (after the substitutions are 
applied). The HSLD tree is shown in Figure 1. 
Atom Clause 






At this point, everything in the clause set of q(X) has been selected, so no more 
children are needed. Note that the clause sets for the last two children do not 
contain p(Y) + q(u), since that clause was selected for the first child. This behavior 
can be achieved in MU-PROLOG, by having a zero wait declaration for procedure 
p, and in IC-PROLOG, by making the call to p an eager consumer of X. 
The example also illustrates how HSLD resolution can lead to a smaller search 
space than SLD resolution. This can be surprising, initially, since all clauses in at 
least one set must be selected at each stage. The reason is that SLD trees may 
contain several instances of the same failed subtree, which can be factored out in 
HSLD trees. In the example above, q(u) is shown to fail once, rather than once for 
each solution to q(X). The optimal SLD tree for the goal above has five nodes, 
compared with four, for HSLD trees (see Figure 1). 
3. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
In [lo] appears the most concise proof of the soundness and completeness of SLD 
resolution, with respect to success and finite failure (finite failure completeness is 
subject to a fairness condition). In fact, the results are proved for another extension 
of SLD resolution. The various characterizations of these results are not discussed 
here. We just show that the same results apply to HSLD resolution also. 
The soundness of HSLD resolution is a direct consequence of the soundness of 
SLD resolution, since HSLD branches are, in essence, no different from SLD 
branches. We now define the fairness condition, simplified from [6] and then give a 
theorem from which the other results follow. 
Definition. An SLD (HSLD) branch is fair if it is failed or every atom in it is 
eventually selected. Fair HSLD resolution is HSLD resolution restricted to fair 
branches. 
Theorem. For all pairs of SLD and HSLD trees of P U {G }, if there exists a success 
(fair injinite) branch in the HSLD tree, then there exists a similar success 
(injinite) branch in the SLD tree and if there exists a success (fair injinite) branch 
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in the SLD tree, then there exists a similar success (injinite) branch in the HSLD 
tree. 
PROOF. If there is an HSLD success (fair infinite) branch then at least one SLD tree 
with a similar success (fair infinite) branch can be found by choosing a computation 
rule which selects the same atoms in that branch. Therefore, all SLD trees have a 
similar success (infinite) branch (proved in [lo], for success branches, it is a 
consequence of SLD soundness and strong completeness). •! 
To prove the other half of the theorem, we present an algorithm to find a similar 
success (infinite) HSLD branch, given a success (fair infinite) SLD branch: 
while the HSLD root goal is not empty do 
(Invariant: All atoms in the root of the HSLD tree are in the SLD branch and 
the clause sets contain all selected clauses for the respective atoms in the SLD 
branch.} 
Choose the first child of the root of the HSLD tree which is derived by selecting 
an atom-clause pair also used somewhere in the SLD branch. 
( This must exist, since all clauses in at least one set are selected and all atoms in 
the SLD branch are selected eventually.} 
Now consider the HSLD (sub)tree with this node at the root. 
end 
For success branches, the algorithm must terminate (since no extraneous atoms 
are introduced) and find a similar branch. Conversely, if the algorithm terminates, 
then the SLD branch must be finite. Therefore, if the SLD branch is infinite, then 
the algorithm does not terminate but there is an infinite HSLD branch. 0 
Corollary. HSLD resolution is complete with respect to success. 
PROOF. SLD resolution is complete and if there is an SLD success branch then there 
is a similar HSLD success branch, with an equivalent answer substitution, in all 
HSLD trees. 0 
Corollary. HSLD resolution is sound with respect to finite failure, 
PROOF. If an HSLD tree is finitely failed then it has no success or infinite branches, 
so no fair SLD trees have success or infinite branches. Hence, by the (finite failure) 
soundness of SLD resolution, so is HSLD resolution. 0 
Corollary. Fair HSLD resolution is complete with respect to jnite failure. 
PROOF. If an SLD tree is finitely failed then no fair HSLD tree has a success or 
infinite branch. 0 
4. AN APPLICATION 
HSLD resolution was initially conceived to make the theoretical basis of MU-PRO- 
LOG (and similar systems) more rigorous. A side effect has been an understanding 
of the greater flexibility possible for refutation procedures. In this section we 
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describe a computation rule for HSLD resolution which can be viewed in several 
ways. It is first described informally, using different viewpoints, then a formal 
definition is given. 
To minimize the size of the search tree, computation rules should tend to select 
atoms which fail. The following variant of the killer heuristic (used for searching 
game trees) can be used to this effect. If an atom is found to fail when selected at one 
node of an HSLD tree, then it is likely to fail if selected at the parent node. This can 
easily be incorporated into a computation rule, by taking account of a previous 
failure when the next atom is selected. 
This rule can also be seen as a form of intelligent backtracking. When a failure 
occurs in an intelligent backtracking system, an analysis reveals where the failure 
originated and the system backtracks to that point. This can avoid many other 
choices which would inevitably lead to failure. The analysis requires various data 
which must be stored during forward execution (see [2], for example). A simpler way 
to detect where the failure originated is to backtrack one step at a time, retrying the 
failed goal at each stage. Forward execution should be less expensive, since no extra 
information needs to be stored, though backtracking over a large number of choice 
points would be slower. 
More formally, the first atom selected at a node is determined by some default 
rule (depth first, left to right, for example). For subsequent choices, if an atom in a 
child is found to fail and it occurs in the goal then it is selected, otherwise the 
previous atom selection is repeated. The selections continue until one of the clause 







+ P(X), q(a)* 
The computation proceeds as follows: 
+-P(X)> q(a)* 
+ q(X), q(a). 
+ q(a). 
At this point, the goal fails and we backtrack to the previous goal. Because q(u) 
failed, it is selected again, and fails immediately. Normally, q(X) would have been 
retried, leading to extra useless computation. We then backtrack to the first goal, 
where q(u) is selected (and fails) once more. A total of eight unifications are 
attempted, instead of 13, for the conventional algorithm (the saving can be made 
arbitrarily large by adding more clauses to procedure p). If this example was part of 
a larger computation, which previously bound the argument of q to a, then we 
would quickly backtrack to that point. Alternatively, q(u) may have been an 
introduced atom when some other atom, say p(u), was selected. In this case, q(u) 
would be selected until we backtrack to the goal containing p(u). p(u) would then 
be selected again and would fail, thus continuing the process. 
Ideally, we believe, such a rule should be implemented in conjunction with other 
computation rules which complement each other (for example, those discussed in 
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[S]). One criticism of intelligent backtracking is that it reacts intelligently to mistakes 
only when they are finally discovered, rather than avoiding them in the first place, as 
sophisticated computation rules try to do. The scheme we propose attempts to avoid 
mistakes and also behaves sensibly when this fails. Furthermore, the intelligent 
backtracking component is included in the computation rule and requires very little 
additional overhead. The MU-PROLOG interpreter is currently being modified to 
experiment with the ideas presented here. 
5. MORAL 
Developing a more complete and rigorous mathematical model of a system leads to a 
better understanding of it. The model allows us to see new extensions to the system 
more easily, as well as the problems and limitations of it. 
of the most promising areas of computer science, for 
practice. 
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